DIGITAL ELECTRICITY

German utilities need to digitize – or risk disruption

Thomas Fritz, Matthias Mohr, and Joerg Staeglich
Germany’s Kaiswerwetter Energy Asset Management manages 51 solar and wind parks using cloud-based tools. Blockchain startup Powerpeers runs a digital interactive peer-to-peer market for self-produced energy, while Bankymoon offers a blockchain smart metering solution. Dutch operator Stedin monitors real-time “self-healing” power grids that can restore power to customers within a minute of a power outage.

On almost every front, digital technology advances are challenging the traditional ways utilities have managed their operations. To better understand the potential likelihood and impact of digitization on utilities, Oliver Wyman examined the level of digitization of eight German utilities’ generation, trading, network, and sales, and ranked them based on a questionnaire in comparison to cross-industry best practices.

To date, German utilities have implemented only a very basic level of digitization. On a scale of zero to 100, utilities ranked 31, a clear sign that they are at risk of losing ground to emerging digitized competitors. German utilities’ grids are the furthest along in adopting digital capabilities, such as in the area of workforce management, though they have barely begun to introduce machine-learning tools designed to run grids more securely and reliably through predictive maintenance and real-time monitoring. Utilities’ trading capabilities are at a similar level, in large part because of their high levels of data handling.

But the German energy industry’s digital tools for power generation and sales remain rudimentary. Utilities have yet to take advantage of big data in conducting maintenance. Meanwhile, on the sales side, utilities have their work cut out for them: They must improve the customer experience, which at the moment is a poor and costly one, by offering more digital client-oriented services to businesses and customized real-time offers and virtual care agents to consumers.

As has already been demonstrated in other industries, companies cannot afford to be complacent. If German utilities continue to digitize at their current rate, they face certain disruption by emerging digitized competitors. Utilities must embrace digitization, rather than ignore it. Those that do invest in digitization have the potential to realize enormous efficiency improvements, advances that can serve as natural barriers to new upstarts entering the market. It’s time for utilities to digitally speed up.
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DIGITIZING ELECTRICITY IN GERMANY
German utilities have only begun to tap the potential of digitization, with an average overall utilization rate of 31 on a scale of zero to 100
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